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Abstract—Accumulation of various types of lesions in the course of aging increases an organism’s vulnerability and results
in a monotonous elevation of mortality rate, irrespective of the position of a species on the evolutionary tree. Stroustrup et
al. (Nature, 530, 103-107) [1] showed in 2016 that in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, longevity-altering factors (e.g.
oxidative stress, temperature, or diet) do not change the shape of the survival curve, but either stretch or shrink it along the
time axis, which the authors attributed to the existence of an “aging program”. Modification of the accelerated failure time
model by Stroustrup et al. uses temporal scaling as a basic approach for distinguishing between quantitative and qualitative
changes in aging dynamics. Thus we analyzed data on the effects of various longevity-increasing genetic manipulations in
flies, worms, and mice and used several models to choose a theory that would best fit the experimental results. The possibility to identify the moment of switch from a mortality-governing pathway to some other pathways might be useful for testing geroprotective drugs. In this work, we discuss this and other aspects of temporal scaling.
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Aging is associated with the emergence of age-related diseases, senility, and deterioration of the organism.
These manifestations increase the risk of mortality (number of individuals dying within a certain period). All
attempts to harmoniously unite aging and mortality in a
single theory have been unsuccessful, due probably to
insufficient understanding of the process of biological
aging. It remains obscure how age-related disorders lead
to death.
One of the reasons for the development of age-related disorders and appearance of phenotypical traits of
aging might be accumulation of unrepaired genomic
lesions caused by increased production of reactive oxygen
species and decreased efficiency of DNA repair and
Abbreviations: AFT model, accelerated failure time model;
AMPK, AMP-activated protein kinase; CV, coefficient of variation; FI, frailty index; HIF-1, hypoxia-inducible factor 1; PH
model, Cox proportional hazards model; SOD, superoxide dismutase; tBuOOH, tert-butyl hydroperoxide.
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

antioxidant protective systems. This should make an individual more vulnerable with age and elevate the mortality
rate in multicellular organisms, irrespectively of their
position on the evolutionary tree.
Individual longevity varies from specimen to specimen. Even genetically similar or identical organisms (e.g.
queens and workers of social insects) can display different
survival curves. Despite common opinion that evolution
inevitably leads to the age-related increase in mortality
and decrease in fertility in mature organisms, different
species have very different mortality dynamics (mortality
curves could be upward, flat, downward, concave, or convex in both long- and short-lived species) [2]. Existing
theoretical approaches do not explain why aging has
developed in some species, but not in others [3].
One of the authors of the present work (V.P.S.), who
noted this contradiction, proposed the concept of acute
and chronic phenoptosis [4], which postulates an existence of the programmed death of organisms, i.e. death
caused by initiation of a genetic program for self-elimination. This concept allows uniting the hypothesis of
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Weismann on aging as an adaptive mechanism of programmed death with an alternative point of view that
aging is a result of accumulation of errors and lesions in
an organism [4, 5] (see “Evolution” below).
In this work, we analyzed data on the effects of various longevity-increasing genetic manipulations in flies,
worms, and mice and used several models to choose a
theory that would best fit the experimental results.

EVOLUTION
There is no doubt that aging is a subject of evolution,
although exact mechanisms of this process remain undeciphered [6-8]. The main argument against aging
because of adaptive evolution is that after the fertility
peak, the pressure of natural selection gravitates to zero,
and only stochastic decrease in functionality continues
[6, 9-11]. If at reproductive age harmful mutations tend
to be selected against because of their negative contribution to adaptation (production of offspring), similar
mutations manifested at older age will be relatively neutral, since their bearers have been already excluded from
reproduction.
In reality, in many animals traits that have been
acquired in the post-reproductive period and turned out
to be beneficial for a population are transferred through
learning to individuals still capable of reproduction, and
this will increase their adaptability, as well as resistance of
the whole population, to environmental factors. And natural selection is nothing else but preferential reproduction of the fittest [12]. In social animals, the older generation teaches, first of all, its own offspring. The longer
this older generation lives, the more knowledge it will pass
to youngsters (their own descendants), some of which will
possess longevity genes. For example, only 3-4 ants out of
a million have a chance to reproduce (and they leave their
nest maybe only once in a lifetime), but this does not prevent ants from evolving and adapting to new conditions
such as anthropogenic factors [13]. This mechanism
works for animals that are capable of learning and that live
in multigenerational groups [14] – mammals, many
social insects, birds, and some other species.
Natural selection is undoubtedly a strictly individual
process. However, organismal traits correlate with each
other, and genes are pleiotropic [12]. Therefore, the presence of longevity genes might correlate with some adaptive trait, and because of it, these genes will be preserved
in a population. Hence, we agree with researchers who
state that aging can be a result of positive selection [15].
Williams, who based his theory of aging on
pleiotropy, postulated the existence of genes that increase
the reproductive success at young age despite negative
effects delayed to old age (antagonistic pleiotropy) [16].
Mutations in these gene increase longevity by decreasing
fertility [17]. This hypothesis was confirmed by the phe-

nomenon of proliferating cell senescence (irreversible
inhibition of cell division due to cell damage) that
increases an organism’s viability at younger age by lowering the risk of cancer development, but decreases lifespan
due to accumulation of senescent cells [18]. Another similar hypothesis – the disposable soma theory – suggests
the existence of genes that control redistribution of energy resources between somatic cells and the reproductive
system (i.e. postulates competition between somatic
maintenance and reproduction) [8]. For example, in
small nonpredatory animals, spending most energy for
rapid reproduction at the expense of somatic maintenance will be an efficient strategy under unfavorable environmental conditions. This pattern of resource distribution could change only upon decrease in the environmental pressure. Thus, the lifespans of opossums in a population that by accident inhabited an isolated island were
longer than of their “mainland” counterparts [19].
Physiological aging (determined from the collagen structure in tail tendons) was also slowed in the island-dwelling
animals.
If the evolution of aging is possible, a special aging
program might exist as well. Because lifespan is a stable
specific trait, like body size and fertility, longevity (the age
of death) and longevity-regulating mechanisms should be
programmed in the genome at least partially [20, 21].
Weismann was the first to suggest that since nonaging organisms are harmful for the population because
they take resources from the younger ones, evolution
should lead to the origin of an aging program [22]. He
believed that the biological mechanism of such a program
will be limiting the number of somatic cell divisions (in
contrast to infinitely proliferating germ line), and he
explained the difference in lifespans among species by
different numbers of cell generations.
Another “programmed longevity” theory is based on
the existence of genes that promote an organism’s survival by repairing somatic cells [17]. This theory has been
confirmed by a discovery of tens of mutations that
increase longevity and modulate an organism’s stress
resistance [23, 24]. An important role in this process
belongs to epigenetic cell systems. Much experimental
data indicate that aging is accompanied by certain epigenetic changes and, to a considerable extent, is regulated
by these changes [25, 26]. A longevity program might
have originated in evolution for adapting to short-termed
extreme interventions (variations in temperature,
humidity, or availability of food) [17, 23], but not in
response to constant pressure of unfavorable environmental conditions (predators, diseases), as proposed by
the theories of mutation accumulation and disposable
soma.
The efficiency of artificial selection for increased
lifespan [27] also indicates that longevity is encoded, at
least partially, by the genome. The possibility of extending the lifespan of C. elegans worms almost two-fold by
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inactivating some of their genes, as demonstrated by
Kenyon et al. [28], suggests the existence of a slow program leading to the organism’s death (chronic phenoptosis) [4].
It should be noted that such a program could function simultaneously with other known aging mechanisms,
or even that these mechanisms are a part of the program.
Therefore, Weismann’s hypothesis on aging as an adaptive mechanism of programmed death can be united with
an alternative point of view that aging results from accumulation of errors and lesions [5]. Also, computer modeling demonstrated that under certain conditions sedentary organisms (plants and some animals) can develop
acute rather than chronic phenoptosis, and this switch is
evolutionarily beneficial [29].
Accumulation of lesions could be monitored by special systems that send a “death signal” for activating the
phenoptotic program when damage reaches a critical
level. The epigenome could be one such system that acts
as a general sensor of cell dysfunction and responds to any
changes in the state of the genome or internal environment, including changes associated with aging [26]. On
the other hand, the epigenome actively regulates gene
expression. Aging is accompanied by progressively
increasing cell-to-cell variations in the levels of gene
expression and activities of the corresponding physiological processes [30]. Perhaps these variations result in a
gradual decline in tissue functions until the process
reaches a critical level that leads to failure and induction
of the phenoptotic program. In particular, the described
processes are typical for genes encoding mitochondrial
proteins involved in ATP synthesis. Also, septic shock is
an example of a pathological condition with typical
phenoptotic traits. Many of its properties indicate that
rapid lethal outcome is orchestrated by the organism
itself – when the organism suffers massive invasion of
bacteria, fast death would prevent the spread of the epidemic. Sepsis is accompanied by massive release of apoptosis-inducing cytokines by macrophages [4].
Biological aging should be distinguished from
chemical aging, i.e. one that is not programmed in the
genome. The L→D isomerization of amino acids in crystalline of the whale eye lens is an example of chemical
aging. In an eye of a 200-year-old whale, ~40% of Laspartate is converted into its D-isomer, which negatively affects the properties of the crystalline, a protein that
once synthesized stays in the lens for the whole whale’s
lifetime. Other examples of non-programmed chemical
aging are reactions of protein carbonylation and deamidation [4].
Studies of biological aging are hindered by the fact
that in nature many animals die from random causes and
do not survive until the time determined by the basic
aging mechanism. Biological aging can be studied only in
the laboratory, although in nature aging acts as a factor
that increases the risk of death [6].
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 81 No. 12 2016
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Until recently, mathematical models of aging have
been based on the Gompertz law, i.e. on analysis of mortality dynamics in organismal cohorts [2, 31, 32]. For
example, Jones et al. [2] comparatively analyzed age patterns of mortality, survival, and fertility for a broad range
of taxa (23 vertebrates, 10 invertebrates, 12 vascular
plants, and a brown alga). The samples were representative enough, but the authors’ conclusions were not indisputable; that is why we decided to discuss them in our
paper [33]. We divided survival, mortality, and fertility
curves (published by the Max Planck Institute for
Demographic Research) [2] into four large groups
according to the ratio of mortality at the terminal age to
average mortality during the entire studied period, where
group I included species with minimal changes in mortality with age, and group IV – species with the maximal
changes.
In our opinion, the data presented by Jones et al. [2]
do not reveal pronounced traits of the Gompertz type of
aging in plants and algae. It has been stated many times
that, in contrast to animals, aged plant cells are not accumulated but die via a programmed mechanism.
Moreover, dead cells are not eliminated; they are incorporated into plant structures performing supporting and
transport functions. Hence, we suggest that plants have
learned to fight phenoptosis by implementing the cell
death program.
The Gompertz type of aging is most typical for mammals and species with many postmitotic cells, e.g. insects.
Considerable variations in the manifestation of the
Gompertz type of aging can be seen in birds, from the
Bali mynah to the great tit. Despite the conclusion of
Jones et al., large birds also age, but their biological aging
can begin to manifest itself at a rather late age that is
reached by less than 5% of all specimens. The aging of
small birds, which have numerous enemies and high
exogenous mortality, is almost impossible to observe in
nature, as predicted by Medawar [10].
Amphibians and reptiles belong to group I having
flat mortality curves. Reptiles can live and remain capable of reproduction for an extremely long time, but the
proportion of long-lived individuals among them is
probably also no greater than 5% of the initial cohort.
For this reason, their mortality dynamics could not be
assessed by the method of Jones et al., who analyzed the
dynamics of the studied parameters until the age to
which only 5% of the cohort survived, which the authors
called “terminal”.
In long-lived species with a less pronounced
increase in mortality with age, as well as in animals of
average lifespan that reach the terminal age earlier than
they could have enough time to become senescent, the
method of Jones et al. is capable of characterizing only a
small part of the life cycle and does not allow judging
how senescence manifests itself in late stages of the life
cycle.
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Although the rate of aging varies among species, the
effects of aging are remarkably consistent. On one hand,
related species, such as mice and naked mole rats, can
have average lifespans that differ more than tenfold. On
the other hand, such evolutionary distant organisms as
yeast and humans undergo similar molecular changes
throughout aging [34]. Random factors cause great variations in individual lifespans even in homogenous populations [35, 36]. Studying this stochastic behavior might
help to find a connection between aging and molecular
mechanism that regulate longevity.
The semiparametric Cox proportional hazards (PH)
model [37] is widely used in medicine and epidemiology,
but to a considerably less extent in studies of longevity
and aging. The model estimates the levels of age-dependent mortality under different conditions (hazard ratios).
It is very useful in medicine, e.g. for estimating the risks
of postoperative mortality. However, it is not intuitively
convenient for analysis of aging, when results are presented in the form of survival curves [37]. The PH approach
models hi(t), the hazard function for the ith individual at
time t, as the product between the baseline hazard function h0(t) and the function that depends on coefficients
β1,…, βp and explanatory variables x1,…, xp for the ith
individual.
hi(t) = exp(β1x1i + β2x2i +…+ βp xpi)h0(t)
In the absence of covariates, only one variable x1 is
included in the model to distinguish between control (0)
and experimental treatments (1), and the hi(t)/h0(t) ratio
(hazard ratio, HR) is obtained from the corresponding
coefficient estimate: HR = exp(β^1). The PH model suggests that the ratio between the hazard functions
remains the same at all stages of the life cycle, i.e. does
not depend on t. Diagnostic plots are constructed by
plotting log-transformed estimated hazard function
against the logarithm of time (log-cumulative hazard
plot) [38]. In these plots, non-proportional hazards are
indicated when hazard functions are non-parallel or
intersect.
The accelerated failure time (AFT) model compares
total survival curves, and not the probabilities of death at
certain time points. The survival curves can be transformed into each other by substituting the variables:
S1(λt) = S0(t). The biological meaning of this equation is
that, even if a biological clock in running at different rates
in two compared groups, the pattern of changes in the risk
of death with age remains the same. The S1 and S0 curves
will be stretched or compressed along the time axis relative to each other. The values of mean, median, and maximal lifespans will change proportionally.
Therefore, λ is a dimensionless factor that determines the strength of the effect that would be equal for

any quantile. It could be expanded into components corresponding to individual factors that could be considered
discrete states (control – experiment, high temperature –
low temperature, different genotypes, etc.): λ = exp(β1x1 ⋅
... ⋅ βp xp), where xi is a variable coding for a particular
discrete state of a factor, and βi is the effect of this factor
on longevity [1, 39]. The effects of individual factors can
be estimated by regression analysis from the data of a
series of experiments [39]. In the absence of covariates,
the only variable x1 is 0 for the control group and 1 for the
experimental group, and β1 defines the aging deceleration factor λ according to the equation: λ = exp(β1). Sex,
date of birth, parental characteristics, etc. can serve as
covariates.
One of the main assumption of the AFT model is the
multiplicativity of longevity-altering effects. For example, if some factor extends expected lifetime 1.2-fold (λ =
1.2), and the other factor extends it 1.5-fold (λ = 1.5), the
combination of these two factors will extend lifetime 1.8fold (1.2 × 1.5). The AFT model could be used not only
for the lifespan estimation, but for predicting the
moments of ontogenetic events (puberty, menopause,
etc.).
The major advantage of this model, beside an intuitive way of result presentation, is the possibility of statistical analysis and confidence interval calculation for λ.
On the other hand, it is based on an unobvious assumption that experimental interference produces quantitatively similar effects on subjects of different age.
Moreover, it requires indication what parametric distribution determines the shape of the survival curve [39]. The
Weibull distribution usually produces the best results, but,
in general, the choice between the best and the second
best (usually Gompertz’s) distributions does not noticeably affect the final results [39, 40].
Swindell [39] used both models to analyze raw data
from studies on lifespan increase in mice caused by
genetic manipulations to choose the model that fits best
the experimental results. By applying the AFT model, he
showed that the strongest effects on the mouse lifespan
were caused by homozygous mutations Prop1 (λ = 1.48)
and Pit1 (λ = 1.39). Less pronounced effects were
observed for the homozygous mutation PappA and heterozygous mutations Clk1+/− and Irs2 +/− in males (1.20 <
λ < 1.40). Other genetic manipulations had similar
but weaker effect (1.03 < λ < 1.20). The effect of the
Irs2 +/− mutation was significantly greater in males than
in females, and the Clk1+/− mutation had dissimilar effects on each of two genetic backgrounds. In general, the AFT model well described the experimental
results.
When the PH model was used, the hazard ratios
noticeably varied between experiments and poorly correlated with the estimations of aging deceleration coefficient in the AFT model. In some cases, the HR values
were absurdly high.
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The AFT model appears to describe the effects of
genetic manipulations on longevity most adequately in
most cases. As mentioned before, it is often interpreted
within the concept of a “biological clock” that could be
slowed (lifespan extension) or accelerated (lifespan
shortening). In contrast to the PH model, the AFT
model usually does not require incorporation of agedependent covariates to conform to the experimental
data. In general, the AFT model produces results that are
more resistant to random variations. In all the cases studied, the aging deceleration factors fell within a narrow
interval (1.03 < λ < 1.48) and were precise, even when
they depended on age (which formally conflicted with
the model). The results predicted by the PH model, on
the contrary, varied over a broad range (1.22 < HR < 515)
and sometimes contradicted common sense. The main
drawback of the AFT model is the assumption on the
same shape of survival curves in the compared groups.
Therefore, it cannot be used for comparing many species
and populations whose survival curves have different
shapes [33]. Moreover, studying effects of genetic manipulations demonstrated that in many cases these effects
are age-dependent, which results in different shapes of
survival curves in the control and experimental groups.
Thus, partial inactivation of the receptor for insulin-like
growth factor 1 in mouse brain (bIGF1RKO+/−) increased
survival at the early stages of the mouse’s life cycle, but
did not affect maximal lifespan and survival at the late
stages [41].
Therefore, it seems reasonable to apply both models
for analyzing results of each experiment and then to
choose one that fits better. The assumption on the equal
effects of the same manipulation at different ages is justified for lifespan-increasing mutations; however, its validity should be verified in each study.
General properties of Caenorhabditis elegans aging.
Identification and quantification of aging markers are of
extreme importance in studies of aging, because description of age-related changes is essential for understanding
the aging process and of reasons that cause it.
The nematode C. elegans is often used for studies of
aging because it has a lifespan of about two weeks and is
easy to grow in the laboratory.
Aging is characterized by progressive deterioration
of many tissues. The most obvious feature of aging is an
increased risk of death of an individual organism. Aging
in C. elegans is inseparably linked to the worm’s ability to
move. Despite short lifespan, C. elegans displays pronounced traits of age-related degeneration, including
sarcopenia and fertility loss after day 10 of life. Aging
nematodes could be assigned to different age groups
based on their motility and pharyngeal pumping that
decrease due to age-related sarcopenia. Similar decline
in physiological functions was observed in daf-2, age-1,
daf-16, eat-2, and clk-1 mutants, despite altered lifespans [35, 42].
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To reveal the relations between degenerative changes
in C. elegans, Huang et al. developed a method for quantitative estimation of age-related changes and analyzed
correlation between these changes in a longitudinal study
[42]. Age-related decline in pharyngeal pumping and
motility negatively correlated with longevity; a decrease
in these parameters led to the decrease in the probability
of survival [35, 42]. The method for easy classification
and separation of aged C. elegans into three groups was
developed based on the difference in the motility, which
correlated well with the nematode’s lifespan: sluggish but
rhythmically moving worms (type I), worms that moved
irregularly (type II), and worms that did not move, but
responded to touch (type III). These groups differed in
their susceptibility to Nile Blue: type I worms were resistant to the dye; type II worms survived in 0.1% Nile Blue
solution for 2 h, but 20-30% of worms died in 1% solution; all type III worms died in 1% Nile Blue [43].
Dambroise et al. [44] developed an assay for identification of physiologically old flies in a synchronized D.
melanogaster population. Those individuals showed an
age-dependent increase in intestinal permeability followed by a high risk of death. This physiological marker of
aging in conserved in C. elegans, two Drosophila species,
and zebrafish Danio rerio from the Cyprinidae family. The
findings suggest that the intestinal barrier dysfunction
may be an important event in the aging process conserved
across a broad range of species, thus raising the possibility that it may also be the case in Homo sapiens [44].

GENETIC MANIPULATIONS AND LONGEVITY
Numerous longevity-increasing genetic manipulation have been discovered [39, 44-46], mostly in invertebrate model organisms [46], but only few have been studied in the context of mammalian aging. Aging-modulating genes have remained structurally and functionally
conserved for more than a billion years, i.e. the genetic
component that determines longevity has been well preserved in evolution [46].
Genomic screening of the model organisms C. elegans and Saccharomyces cerevisiae showed that lifespan
can be increased by manipulating the activity of 0.1-3%
of the total number of genes [45]. Smith et al. [46] were
the first to perform quantitative analysis of the degree to
which longevity genes are conserved between the two
highly divergent eukaryotic species, the yeast S. cerevisiae
and the nematode C. elegans. They found that when
orthologs of worm aging genes were deleted in yeast, 15%
of these deletions increased yeast lifespan. In contrast,
only 3.4% of a random set of deletion mutants were longlived.
The insulin/insulin-like growth factor-1 signaling
pathway (IIS) was the first signaling pathway whose
important role in the regulation of longevity in C. elegans
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Table 1. Some genetic, chemical and conditions of cultivation manipulations that alter lifespan in C. elegans
Gene deletion or chemical exposure

Lifespan increase, %

Source

λ [1]

age-1

210

[47]

1.647

lrs-2

200 at 20°C; 30 at 25°C

[48]

Growth in axenic medium

200

[49, 50]

age-1

128

[42]

1.647

age-1

100

[28]

1.647

daf-2

111

[51]

1.414

daf-2

100

[28]

1.414

eat-2

100

[52]

1.463

Decreased concentration of bacteria

100

[53]

SOD and catalase mimetics

100

[54]

isp-1

80

[55]

daf-2

64.5

[42, 56]

WT 15°C

64.5

[42]

60

[57]

Ethosuximide and other anticonvulsants

50

[58]

mot-1 (HSP70F)

43

[59]

clk-1

30

[60]

clk-1

27

[51]

Ablation of germline precursor cells Z2 and Z3

eat-2

18

[56]

Resveratrol

15

[61, 62]

10

[42]

10 − wild-type; 12 − age-1

[63]

daf-16

−16

[42, 56, 64]

lin-4

−27

[65]

hsf-1

−40

[66]

clk-1
Wortmannin and LY294002

was demonstrated [67]. Since then, numerous genes
involved in aging regulation and, probably, mediating
effects of external factors on the rate of aging and longevity have been identified (Table 1).
In C. elegans, mutations diminishing the activity of
DAF-2, an insulin/IGF-1 receptor, increased lifespan
more than two-fold [28]. AGE-1 is a downstream target of
IIS and a homolog of PI3K. Mutations in the age-1 gene
significantly lengthened lifespan [68]. Null mutations in
the daf-16 gene that encodes three members of the
Forkhead family of transcription factors suppress the
effects of mutations in the IIS genes daf-2 or age-1 [69].
Proteins DAF-2, AGE-1, and DAF-16 are key components of IIS. Moderate inhibition of this pathway increases longevity and stress resistance in various species. Low
IIS activity causes DAF-16 translocation into the nucleus,
where it modulates the activity of genes involved in metabolism regulation, autophagy, and response to stress factors
(heat shock proteins, superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase) [48]. Taken together, these effects increase lifespan.

1.414

1.463

0.780
0.723

Overexpression of DAF-16 in wild-type animals only
slightly increases longevity [70], and the nuclear localization of DAF-16 is insufficient for lifespan increase.
Canonical motifs for DAF-16 binding were found in the
5-kb regions located upstream of 78% of C. elegans genes,
but only a few of these regions are active in early adulthood [71]. Obviously, DAF-16 is not the only factor that
affects longevity. Lifespan increase in daf-7 mutants also
depends on DAF-16 [72]. Since daf-7 codes for a protein
of the TGF-β family, TGF-β could be an upstream regulator of IIS. The activity of DAF-16 is regulated by the
ubiquitin–proteasome system. Disruptions in the ubiquitin ligase E3-encoding rle-1 gene increased lifespan [73],
while inactivation of the math-33 gene coding for deubiquitinase suppressed increase in the lifespan in daf-2
mutants [74]. Mutations in hsf-1 (heat-shock transcription factor-1 homolog) [66], skn-1 (nuclear respiration
factor 2 homolog) [75], and pqm-1 (C2H2-type zinc finger motif and leucine zipper domain protein) [76] genes
also prevent lifespan increase in daf-2 mutants. It appears
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 81 No. 12 2016
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that HSF-1, SKN-1, and PQM-1 act cooperatively with
DAF-16 and control overlapping sets of longevity-regulating genes. SKN-1 is activated by MPK-1, a homolog of
ERK MAP kinase, and it regulates the activity of DAF.
Restoration of daf-2 and age-1 expression to normal levels
in the mutants abolishes the effects of the mutations in
neurons, but not in intestinal cells [77].
TOR (target of rapamycin) is a serine/threonine
kinase that regulates cell growth, proliferation, mobility,
and survival, as well as protein synthesis, autophagy, and
transcription [78]. TOR is activated when nutritive compounds and energy are available is sufficient amounts. It
activates growth pathways and blocks the pathways that
prevent expenditure of resources, such as reutilization via
autophagy. Inhibition of TOR activity mimics nutrition
and energy deficit and increases longevity in C. elegans via
the DAF-16-dependent mechanism [79]. These effects
are mediated by the PHA-4/FoxA transcription factors.
PHA-4 regulates autophagy. A combination of two lifespan-prolonging genetic modifications – inactivation of
the daf-2 gene and inactivation of the rsks-1 gene (coding
for S6 kinase, a target of TOR) – additively increase the
lifespan [80]. Therefore, longevity is regulated by both the
IIS and TOR signaling pathways. Inhibition of TOR
activity by caloric restriction increases lifespan via PHA4 induction. During starvation, TOR inhibits IIS, which
increases longevity. The effects of the TOR pathway on
longevity might be either positive or negative depending
on conditions.
Sirtuins (NAD-dependent deacetylases) directly
participate in the oxidative exchange that involves
NAD+. Sir2 is a positive regulator of longevity in yeast
and C. elegans. Sir-2.1 overexpression in C. elegans
increases lifespan via the DAF-16-dependent mechanism
[81]: SIR-2.1 binds to and activates DAF-16 in response
to stress. Mutations in the sir-2.1 gene suppress many
lifespan-increasing effects. Apparently, sirtuins play a
positive role in longevity regulation. Nevertheless, in
many cases an increase in lifespan does not depend on
sirtuins.
AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) is a conserved protein that acts as an energy sensor and helps cells
to adapt to energy deficit. It stimulates catabolic processes and suppresses energy-demanding processes. Null
mutations of the AMPK-encoding gene aak-2 decreased
lifespan in C. elegans, while AMPK overexpression
increased it [82].
Inhibition of the H3K4me3 complex (ASH-2,
WDR-5, SET-2) and overexpression of the H3K4me3
demethylase RBR-2 increased lifespan in C. elegans. The
effect depends on the production of mature eggs and
could be inherited for up to four generations [83].
Inhibition of the H3K27 demethylase UTX-1 also
increases lifespan [84].
MicroRNA (miRNA) lin-4 regulates longevity in C.
elegans [65]. The effects of lin-4 and its target LIN-14 are
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mediated by IIS. Longevity is regulated by other miRNAs
as well [36]. Thus, miR-71 and miR-228 are critical for
lifespan increase in response to dietary restriction [85].
They negatively regulate PHA-4/FoxA and SKN-1/Nrf2,
and their expression is controlled by PHA-4.
Hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF-1) is the major regulator of the organism’s response to hypoxia, and its overexpression considerably increases longevity [86]. HIF-1
mediates the lifespan increase induced by paraquat and
inhibition of respiration. Neuronal HIF-1 increases lifespan by regulating expression of flavin-containing
monooxygenase-2 (FMO-2) in the intestine via serotonin
signaling [87].
Huang et al. studied age-related decline in physiological processes and changes in the longevity in C. elegans mutants daf-2, age-1, daf-16, eat-2, and clk-1. They
generated a system of four stages that describes the aging
process and is useful for analysis of genetic and environmental effects on aging [42].
Similarly, Johnson et al. [56] compared the mortality profiles of over 100,000 wild-type C. elegans nematodes
to the profiles of single-gene longevity mutants and
revealed segmental (age-specific) effects of mutations in
the age-1, clk-1, and spe-26 genes [56]. The age-1 mutation lowered mortality more than fivefold at the latest age.
In contrast, the spe-26 mutant had a tenfold lower mortality until approximately 2 weeks of age but ultimately
achieved higher mortality, whereas clk-1 mutants showed
slightly higher mortality than the wild-type nematodes
during the fertile period, i.e. early in life, but ultimately
leveled off at lower mortality.

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
OF SURVIVAL CURVES
Nematode Caenorhabditis elegans. In the study by
Stroustrup et al. [1], worms were subjected to the action
of various factors (temperature, oxidative stress, lifespanextending diet, genetic mutations) that either increased
or decreased longevity. Statistical analysis of mortality in
large populations showed that interventions as diverse as
changes in diet, temperature, exposure to oxidative stress,
and inactivation of genes, including hsf-1, hif-1, and the
IIS components daf-2, age-1, and daf-16, all altered lifespan distributions by an apparent stretching or sinking of
time (temporal scaling) [1]. The effects of temperature
and peroxide on the lifespan of mutants in the IIS genes
daf-2, daf-16, and age-1 have been studied in detail.
Each mutant population displayed a characteristic
lifespan distribution that could be rescaled from the wildtype distributions observed at either 20 or 33°C. No significant temperature-dependent deviations from temporal scaling were identified within two thermal ranges: 1930 and 30.5-33°C. Up to a certain limit, the effect of temperature on the lifespan was insignificant (e.g. the lifespan
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decreased 1.59-fold on transition from 20 to 27°C).
Populations at higher temperatures exhibited more pronounced effect: 3.64-fold decrease at 29°C and 6.8-fold
decrease at 30°C, i.e. upon transition into the next thermal range [1].
Stroustrup et al. evaluated the effect of the oxidant
tert-butyl hydroperoxide (tBuOOH) and found that it
quantitatively rescaled lifespan distributions in a dosedependent manner up to 3 mM with significant deviations observed only at 6 mM [1]. Elimination of DAF-16
in the presence of tBuOOH reduced lifespan by a constant value (19.5 ± 8.8%) across all the concentrations
tested. They concluded that DAF-16 acts antagonistically but in parallel to the mechanisms tough which
tBuOOH and temperature shorten lifespan. DAF-16,
tBuOOH, and temperature appear to affect aging tough
their influence on risk determinants downstream of all tee
[1]. The magnitude of temporal scaling produced both by
daf-2(e1368) and by age-1(hx546) alleles varied across
tBuOOH concentrations, which seems yet another aspect
of a quantitative stress-dependent regulation of DAF-16
present in these strains but absent in wild type [1].
Inactivation of daf-2, daf-16, hif-1, or hsf-1 genes
[66, 71], diet [88] and temperature [89] changes, and
tBuOOH [90] cause pronounced metabolic, cellular, and
behavioral consequences. Nevertheless, temporal scaling
takes place irrespectively of molecular targets specific for
each of these interventions and requires all risk determinants to be affected to the same extent. The only exceptions were mutations in two genes: eat-2 mutation that
disturbed the feeding behavior of worms, and nuo-6
mutation that disrupted the activity of mitochondrial respiratory chain complex I (nuo-6 mutants consumed less
oxygen and moved slower, but lived longer). These mutations altered the shape of the survival curve by making it
less steep (i.e. increased the coefficient of variation, CV).
But even in these mutants, other lifespan-modulating factors resulted only in temporal scaling of the new survival
curve.
Stroustrup et al. interpreted these results as a proof
for the existence of genetic programing of the survival
curve shape. Each scaling regime appears to correspond
to a distinct molecular mechanism and barrier process
dominating the timescale of aging [1]. This is altogether
unexpected, because it implies that the tested lifespanaltering manipulations change the probability of every
possible cause of death in a coordinated manner and to
the same extent [34]. Almost ideal time scaling under
drastically different conditions puts certain limitations on
the ways, how these conditions affect survival [34]. One
possible formal explanation is that every cause of death in
the worms has the same activation energy and responds
identically to changes in food source, toxic exposures,
and genetic mutations. Since this is highly improbable,
we should consider another explanation, namely, that all
worms have a single mechanistic cause of death. A more

plausible interpretation is that there is some intermediate
state, on which all the tested interventions converge [34].
This state had been postulated by Gavrilov [31], who
speculated about a transition to an extremely vulnerable
state, i.e. from “survivalist” to “non-survivalist”.
It should be noted that the observations of Stroustrup
et al. do not necessarily mean the discovery of an aging
program universal for all living organisms. The AFT
model is widely accepted; it can be successfully applied
not only to worms, but also to mice and flies, as well as to
inanimate objects, such as pieces of machinery and even
nuts and bolts. To suggest the existence of an aging program for such a broad range of subjects would be an exaggeration. Most probably, what is involved here is the
resistance of a certain subject toward various factors. This
is of great importance for the biology of aging, since it
reveals molecular responses of an organism to an intervention, although the mechanisms of transition from
“survivalist” to “non-survivalist” are numerous and programmed.
In the work of Stroustrup et al. [1], the major flaw of
the AFT model has been turned into an advantage: the
temporal scaling of survival curves described by the AFT
model was considered as the zero hypothesis, the deviation from which could indicate qualitative changes in the
aging dynamics.
The adaptation of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test by
Stroustrup et al. revealed deviations from temporal scaling when using censored data, when many individuals left
the experiment before their death (including by age-unrelated death). It should be noted that this adaptation does
not require prior knowledge or prediction of the survival
curve shape usually needed for quantitative assessment of
the longevity-modulating factors in the AFT model. They
found that survival curves retain their shape even when
IIS, which is central to many aspects of aging across
species, was inactivated, and in response to conditions
and mutations known to act independently of IIS [34].
The most logical explanation for these observations
is the existence of multiple causes of death. In other
words, the risk of death is governed not by any single
pathway, but by an organism’s property that arises from
interactions between the various molecular processes that
influence aging. This property, perhaps best called
“resilience”, would be an intrinsic biological property of
aging C. elegans, just as temperature and pressure are
intrinsic thermodynamic properties of gases that emerge
from the interactions of the constituent molecules.
Similarly, alterations in the molecular processes that contribute to resilience could change the rate of aging without changing the shape of the survival curve [34].
Alternatively, a single physical property (e.g. intracellular redox levels [91] or global protein solubility levels
and turnover rates [92]), which is acted on by many
molecular processes and affects the risk of death from
diverse causes, could underlie resilience. Drastic decrease
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in lifespan in Drosophila at 30°C [93] coincides with deviation from temporal scaling of lifespan distribution in C.
elegans, which suggests the importance of this temperature in the aging of cold-blooded animals.
The influence of interventions from one to all risk
determinants produces a system-wide property r(t) [1].
The temporal scaling of lifespan distributions constrains
the dynamics of the state variable r(t): the single stochastic
process determining C. elegans lifespan must be invariant
to timescale transformations and follow average dynamics
governed by a single effective rate constant: dr/dt =
−kr F(r), where F(r) is an unknown function of r that does
not depend on kr . In this formulation, temporal scaling
arises when interventions change kr into kr /λ [1]. F(r)
determines the curve shape, which is stretched or compressed by λ. It can be different for different organisms.
Fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster. In the earlier work
[94], we studied survival curves of Drosophila flies grown
for several generations on normal medium (Mn), starch
medium (Ms), and flies that had access to starch and salt
media (Mss) (lines 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in Table 2a).
The average lifespans of Ms and Mss flies were shorter
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than of Mn flies: 69.1 and 75.0 days vs. 88.1 days, respectively. Environmental factors (diet) and evolutionary
changes (adaptation to different medium) altered average
lifespan over a broad range [94].
If the CV values differ by less than 10%, the shapes of
the survival curves are similar, and we can speak about the
presence of temporal scaling. For example, Ms flies
grown on the normal and starch media displayed similar
CV values (31.8 and 31.9), although their average lifespans differed (69.1 and 58.2 days, respectively).
Therefore, temporal scaling took place in this case [94].
On the other hand, the CV values for the Mn flies
grown on the normal and starch media differed considerably (22.7 and 31.1, respectively), as well as the shapes of
their survival curves (more convex for the former), i.e.
scaling is not observed. Combined data for both genders
showed that in 5 of 6 cases, the CV values were very similar (from 27.8 to 31.9), and only in control (Mn flies
grown on normal medium) the CV value was significantly lower (22.7) [94].
Our goal was to compare S1 to N1, S2 to N2, and S3
to N3 lines (flies of the same line grown on different

Table 2a. Comparison of survival in flies grown on normal (N) and starch (S) media. Mn, Ms, and Mss lines are designated with 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The time scaling factors (λ) are shown for the compared line relatively to the line
of comparison. Deviations from temporal scaling are in italics (p < 0.006). Because of the nature of the criterion, we
present intervals instead of exact probability values. Lines, where comparison methods used gave different results, are
shaded
Line of comparison

CV

Compared line

CV

λ

p

Temporal scaling
(as determined from CV values)

N1

22.7

N2

31.8

0.84

< 0.001

no

N1

22.7

N3

29.1
2.1

0.90

<0.025
0.025

no
yes

N1

22.7

S1

31.1

0.71

< 0.001

no

N2

31.8

N3

29.1

1.07

> 0.10

yes

N2

31.8

S2

31.9

0.76

> 0.10

yes

S1

31.1

S2

31.9

0.91

> 0.10

yes

N3

29.1

S3

27.8

0.75

< 0.10

yes

S1

31.1

S3

27.8

0.95

> 0.10

yes

S2

31.9

S3

27.8

1.05

> 0.10

yes

Table 2b. Comparison of male and female flies
Line

CV

CV

λ

p

Temporal scaling
(as determined from CV values)

N1

20.5

24.2

1.04

> 0.10

yes

N2

25.9

36.3

0.98

< 0.001

no

N3

22.1

34.0

1.02

< 0.005

no

S1

21.4

28.1

1.43

< 0.005

no

S2

34.8

25.9

1.30

< 0.10

no

S3

25.5

27.9

1.17

> 0.10

yes
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media) to estimate phenotypical plasticity, and N2 to N1,
N3 to N1, N3 to N2, S2 to S1, S3 to S1, and S3 to S2
lines (flies of different lines grown on the same medium)
to estimate evolutionary changes. We used the method
suggested by Stroustrup et al. [1] with slight modification,
since our data were not censured, i.e. we knew exact lifespans of all flies. The data were expressed as base 10 logarithms and then reduced to a common time scale by
dividing by the average lifespan in a group. After conversion, all the data had the same mean value equaling 1 in
all groups. Distributions of the deviations from the mean
in different groups were compared pairwise using the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test with Bonferroni adjustment
(required for multiple pairwise comparisons to decrease
the probability of false positives [95]). Significant differences in the distributions indicated deviations from temporal scaling. Statistical analysis was performed with the
Statistica program.
Four of six survival curves had similar (flattened)
shape that differed considerably from the convex shape of
the survival curve for Mn flies grown on N medium,
which correlated well with the results obtained in [94].
However, our conclusions on the existence of temporal
scaling derived from the CV values differed from the conclusions made using the method of Stroustrup et al.;
moreover, both false positives and false negatives were
obtained. Note that unlike the method of Stroustrup et
al., the “Markov method” does not provide the significance levels: the statement “if CV values differ by less
than 10%, the shapes of the survival curves are similar,
and we can speak about the presence of the temporal scaling” implies the existence of a critical value of differences
that does not depend on the sample size. Therefore, the
“Markov method” is simple to use and suggests the existence of temporal scaling, but the conclusions should be
verified by the method of Stroustrup et al. Moreover, the
Markov method definitely does not allow us to identify
the scale at CV values ratio more than 1.1 (or less than 0.9).
When the data for female and male flies were evaluated separately, the picture was more complex, but still
rather similar overall: in some cases, the CV values (and
the shapes of survival curves) were similar, which suggested the presence of temporal scaling, while in other cases,
there was no scaling (Table 2b).
The ranges for the CV values and the shapes of the
survival curves are similar in D. melanogaster and C. elegans. This is not the case in other species (see Jones at al.
[2] and [33] for more details).
Mice Mus musculus. As the initial step in fitting the
AFT model, Swindell [39] tested which parametric distribution (exponential, Weibull, Gompertz, log-normal,
etc.) should be specified for the survival time Ti of genetically modified mice to minimize AIC (Akaike’s
Information Criterion) [96]. Weibull distribution was the
most appropriate in almost all cases, although the exact
choice of distribution proved to be of limited conse-

quence: when deceleration factor estimates were compared between the best and the next-best distributions
(AIC criterion), estimates differed by only 3.9% on average (0.3-11.4%). Moreover, the statistical significance of
deceleration factor estimates differed for only two of 22
comparisons (mutants TRX-Tg and p66).
In general, the AFT model adequately described
effects of interventions on survival time. For 18 of 22 comparisons, there was no significant evidence that genetic
manipulations altered the Weibull shape parameter of survival time distributions (except in mutants bIrs2 −/−,
bIrs2 +/−, fIr−/−, and Klotho). There were six comparisons
for which the AFT model was questionable (Irs2 +/−(M),
bIrs2 −/−, bIrs2 +/−, Igf1r+/−(F), Clk+/−(S2), TRX-TG). In
each case, a similar trend was present, in which the treatment effect was strong at early age, but weakened at more
advanced age. This could be a direct consequence of a
legitimate dependence of the effect strength on age, but
could also result from the absence of important (unmeasured) covariate variables. Nevertheless, even in these six
cases, the deceleration factor estimates were still informative and represented an average between the strong and
weak effects early and late in life.
Omission of outlying observations (most often, especially long-lived individuals from the control cohort) only
slightly affected the results, except in the Prop1(df/df)
and Clk1 +/−(S2) mutants, for which it increased λ from
1.48 to 1.54 and from 1.32 to 1.41, respectively.
When the PH model was used, the hazard ratios
noticeably varied between comparisons and poorly correlated with the deceleration factor estimates calculated
using the AFT model (r = 0.22, rs = 0.71). In some cases,
exceedingly large hazard ratios were obtained. For example, the hazard ratio estimated for the Irs2 +/−(M) comparison suggested that age-specific mortality rates were
515 times greater in the control cohort compared to the
experimental cohort. In comparison to the AFT model
approach, the PH model hazard ratios are less stable and
more sensitive to deviations from model assumptions. In
general, the proportional hazards assumption was questionable for half of the comparisons (p66−/−, αMUPA,
bIrs2 +/−, MCAT, Clk1 +/−(S1), Klotho, bIrs2 −/−, TRX-Tg,
Hcrt-UCP2, Surf1−/−, Igf1r+/−(F), Ghr−/−, Gpx4 +/−), as
indicated by crossing of log-transformed hazard functions
of control and experimental treatments. The proportional hazards assumption was most clearly violated for the
bIrs2 +/− and bIrs2 −/− comparisons (p < 0.01); its was also
doubtful for the Surf1−/− comparison.
Apparently, the AFT model mostly adequately
describes the effects of genetic manipulations on longevity and produces results that are less sensitive to random
deviations than the results of the PH approach.
An interesting aspect of this side-by-side comparison
is the decline in survivorship effects among mutations that
inhibit increasingly downstream elements of the growth
hormone/insulin-like growth factor I (GH/IGF-I) sigBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 81 No. 12 2016
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naling pathway: Prop1(df/df), Pit1(dw/dw), Ghrhr(lit/lit),
Ghr−/−, PappA−/−, Igf1r+/−(F), Irs2 +/−(M), Irs2 +/−(F),
bIrs2 +/−, bIrs2 −/−. The Prop1(df/df) and Pit1(dw/dw)
mutations have the strongest overall effects on survivorship, which might be related to prolactin or thyroid stimulating hormone deficiencies in these mutants.

COEFFICIENT OF LIFESPAN VARIATION
In their commentary to the paper by Stroustrup et
al., Markov et al. described other examples of temporal
scaling that they identified using another criterion, such
as stability of the coefficient of lifespan variation upon
changes in the lifespan [94]. This approach is based on
the fact that CV indeed does not change with temporal
scaling.
However, this does not mean that stable CV always
indicates temporal scaling. It is possible to imagine a situation when two theoretical distributions with different
mean values but same CVs will have differences in their
shapes described by the highest moments (e.g. asymmetry). This situation indicates the absence of programming
or, most probably, a switch between several programmed
regimes – for example, when subjects die mostly at young
age, but they are outlived by a few long-lived individuals
(super-long lives). Or when almost no subjects die at a
young age, but aged individuals die within a short period
and have no tendency for long life.
In these cases, the method of Stroustrup et al., which
directly compares survival curves, will reveal deviations
from temporal scaling. This is especially important,
because in many animals the lifespan distribution curve
displays right asymmetry [31].
It would be interesting to explore the validity of CV
application as an indicator of temporal scaling by the
methods of power analysis to reveal if it can identify deviations in the curve shape.
Gavrilova et al. [97] used CV to answer the question
whether longevity is programmed. They analyzed the data
of a survey of adult population of the United States
(MIDUS) and published data for 14 other countries to
test the validity of the argument from the opponents of
the “programmed longevity” that variations in individual
lifespans and the timing of aging-related events considerably exceed variations in timing of the events programmed by ontogenesis [98]. They found that in
humans, relative variabilities (coefficients of variation)
for parameters of development and aging are similar. For
example, relative variability in the age at menarche (an
ontogenesis-controlled event) was almost equal to relative
variability of the age at menopause (an aging-related
event). The CV values were 8-13% for age at menarche,
7-11% for age at menopause, and 16-21% for age at
death. Therefore, the relative variability for the age at
death is only twice higher than for the age at menarche,
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while the relative variability for the age at menopause is
almost the same as for the age at menarche [97].
The idea that aging is related to changes in the physiological state of an organism has been suggested based on
such concepts as organization, vitality, organism reserves,
and resistance [10, 99]. Any aspects of C. elegans physiology that change with time but do not alter longevity, i.e.
affect the “quality”, but not the “quantity” of life, do not
have to change in accordance with r(t) [1].
We do not know which physiological factors affect
r(t) or what are the dynamics of their changes with age.
Nevertheless, it could be expected that a broad range of
longevity determinants alter kr only. Future studies should
be aimed at understanding the nature of r [1].
Stroustrup et al. found several factors that change the
survival curve shape in C. elegans (e.g. eat-2 mutation that
disturbs the feeding behavior of worms, and nuo-6 mutation that disrupts mitochondrial functions), which might
show the way for deciphering these mechanisms.
However, the nature of the organism’s vulnerability
remains unknown. Pincus suggested that the frailty index
(FI) [100], which calculates the fraction of measured
clinical markers considered to be in a deficient state, is a
close theoretical match for “resilience” [34].
Finally, Stroustrup et al. analyzed only chronological increase in lifespan, but not necessarily in healthspan
[34]. Thus, to evaluate the heterogeneity in the health
status and aging rate, Mitnitski et al. [100] suggested that
the health status could be quantified from the number of
health deficits that individuals accumulate. Specifically,
the frailty index (FI) is the ratio of the deficits present in
a person to the total number of potential deficits evaluated (e.g. in a database or in experiment). Changes in FI
characterize the rate of individual aging: FI increases
with age according to the Gompertz law. It is strongly
associated with adverse outcomes, including mortality,
shows higher values in females, and has a universal limit
of ∼0.7.
Mitnitski et al. showed that the average number of
deficits in humans is a product of the average intensity of
ecological stresses and average rehabilitation time. Ageassociated increase in the rehabilitation time results in the
accumulation of deficits (i.e. gradual transition from
“survivalist” to “non-survivalist” according to Gavrilov
[31]). This explains not only why the number of deficits
could be used for estimating differences in the individual
aging rates, but also suggests that various measures that
speed rehabilitation (prophylactic or therapeutic interventions) will decrease the number of deficits, hence
increase the lifespan [100].
Different scientists answer differently the question if
aging is programmed. Some believe that a specific genetic program for aging does not exist [8, 98, 101]; others
accept the possibility of the existence of both programmed and random components of the aging process
[5, 21, 24, 102-104].
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Many manipulations (either genetic or ecological)
increase longevity in C. elegans. Many lifespan-increasing
modifications could be viewed as ways to “cheat” signaling pathways by imitating the deficit of resources or the
presence of damaging agents. This can result in “investment” of resources into somatic maintenance, which will
decrease the damage of cellular components to the minimum. Henderson et al. suggested that lifespan increase is
mediated by changes in the functioning of TOR and IIS
pathways [60]. Similarly, studies of several gerontogenes
have emphasized the role of energy metabolism control.
For example, overexpression of the AMP-activated protein kinase increases longevity [105]. Interaction of aak-2
with other pathways controls aging in worms. Lifespan
extension caused by IIS mutations is highly dependent on
aak-2, as is the lifespan extension caused by overexpression of deacetylase sir-2.1. It should be noted that in
nature reproduction is more important that longevity, and
resources should not be wasted. The inability of age-1
mutants to survive in competition with wild-type worms
when environmental conditions change confirms this
idea [106]. Therefore, all interventions that increase lifespan in C. elegans could be divided into tee major categories: (i) non-stressogenic changes that result in the activation of stress response pathways (sensory and signaling
pathways) under conditions that do not require it; (ii)
changes that are not harmful by themselves, but decrease
the availability of resources to the extent that it activates
repair pathways (food restriction); (iii) nonlethal stress
measures that mobilize an organism to respond to stress
and to overcome the deteriorating effect of stress factor
(hormesis). Stroustrup et al. showed that survival could be
described by the AFT model after virtually any intervention used (temperature, gene inactivation, treatment with
peroxide). This means that these interventions only
stretch or compress the survival curve along the x-axis
(time axis) but do not change its shape [1]. In the biological sense, the longevity-altering mechanisms for these
interventions are the same. They, as well as Markov et al.
[94], believe that these results could be explained by the
fact that experiments were performed in such primitive
animals, as worms, in which many age-regulating pathways converge and overlap. However, the AFT model has
been successfully used in Drosophila [94] and mice [39],
species that considerably differ from nematodes in their
positions on the evolutionary tree.
In terms of the AFT model, equal CV values for the
distributions of lifespans in the control and experimental
groups mean that all lifespan-altering factors changed to
the same extent (by the same percent), which is impossible if the process of lifespan regulation is random.
According to Stroustrup et al., stable CV values indicate
that aging pathways are programmed and the probability
of death increases with age. We believe that what is
involved here is the programing of cell signals that regulate longevity in living organisms. The fact that one of the

authors of this article demonstrated the existence of temporal scaling upon diet change in some Drosophila strains,
but not in others, serves as an indirect proof of our point
of view. It is difficult to imagine that one strain of
Drosophila would have an aging program, and the other
would not.
Weismann’s hypothesis on aging as an adaptive
mechanism of programmed death could be united with an
alternative point of view that aging results from accumulation of lesions and errors. Such accumulation might be
monitored by specific systems that would send activation
signals to initiate the programs of chronic or acute
phenoptosis. If we consider aging a stochastic process, it
makes it difficult to believe that gene mutations, that are
in fact induced genome lesions, can improve organism
functioning or increase lifetime. Nevertheless, over 500
mutations have found that extend longevity in various
animals. The effect is stronger in short-lived species with
pronounced aging (group III) [33].
Table 1 shows over 30 mutations, most of which
increase average lifespan in C. elegans. The most extensively characterized pathway that regulates longevity in C.
elegans is IIS [23]; mutations in the components of this
pathway alter lifespan to the greatest extent (Table 1).
Other pathways can influence lifespan in an IIS-mediated manner or by directly modulating (either activating or
suppressing) IIS. Note that IIS is strongly inhibited in the
“aging-resistant” naked mole rat Heterocephalus glaber
[107].
Based on these data, we assume that IIS is responsible not for the mechanism of aging, but for the rate of
aging, and therefore acts as a natural regulator of mortality level. IIS inactivation increases life span 2-3-fold.
Hence, IIS activation decreases lifespan. DAF-16 partially counteracts this effect – DAF-16 inactivation decreases longevity by 20-30% only (Table 1).
It should be noted that if in nematodes (as well as in
other animals) gene knockouts change temporal scaling
2-3-fold, then peroxide treatment – up to 17-fold, and
temperature change – up to 7-fold. Further increase in
the concentration will decrease lifespan, but it will also
disturb temporal scaling. Stroustrup et al. identified tee
temperature intervals with different temporal scaling that
supposedly characterized different mortality-regulating
mechanisms. The effects of IIS gene knockouts were also
different in the tee temperature intervals, except for daf16.
Swindell showed that effects of experimental interventions on survival were similar at the early, middle, and
late stages of the lives of mice [39]. In this case, scaling
coefficients reflected the effects at all ages (including late
age) and could provide information on the maximal lifespan. Nevertheless, Swindell identified six genetic
manipulations whose effects were more pronounces at the
beginning than at the end of life (Irs2 +/−(M), bIrs2 −/−,
bIrs2 +/−, Igf1r+/−(F), Clk1 +/−(S1), TRX-TG). For these
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 81 No. 12 2016
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comparisons, scaling coefficients of the AFT model provided “averaged” estimation of the effect strength over
the whole lifetime, but overestimated the effect at later
age.
Stroustrup et al. verified the test power using Weibull
distribution (i.e. they analyzed how well the test identified
deviations from temporal scaling). They found that the
sample size required for revealing such deviations should
be 500-1500 animals (at 10% censured data). If smaller
samples are used, the deviations might remain unnoticed.
Note the ease of calculations and broad applicability –
curves with very different scaling of the time axis could be
compared, as well as curves with one and not two parameters (as by Gompertz).
As far as we can judge, verification of the AFT model
(modification of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test) proved
that this model works in many cases. At the same time,
Stroustrup et al. specify that the temporal scaling model
cannot be applied in all cases, since some species have
apparently different survival curves.
In general, the AFT model provides results that are
more resistant to random variations than the PH model.
In all the cases studied, aging deceleration factors predicted by the AFT model fell within a narrow interval (1 <
λ < 2) and were relatively precise, even when they
depended on age, which formally contradicts the model.
We suggest that the use of temporal scaling allows, most
importantly, to distinguish quantitative differences in
aging dynamics from qualitative ones. Thus, when testing
mechanical parts, the impact of load on the part will
change with changes in the load, but the temporal scaling
of the “aging” (wear) will be retained. The cessation of
the temporal scaling means that the part broke, i.e. quantitative changes transformed into qualitative ones.
Apparently, mechanical parts do not have an aging program; the temporal scaling reflects intrinsic features of
their inner structure and the properties of materials these
parts are made of. The possibility to monitor the moment
of switch from the longevity-governing mechanism to
some other pathways might be useful in testing various
geroprotective drugs.
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